We introduce some integral operators defined on the space of pvalent meromorphic functions in the class Σ p . By using these integral operators, we define several subclasses of p-valent meromorphic functions and investigate various inclusion relationship and integral-preserving properties.
Introduction
Let Σ p denotes the class of functions f given by 
which are analytic and p-valent in the punctured unit disc U * = {z ∈ C : 0 < |z| < 1}.
A function f ∈ Σ p is said to be in the class ΣS * p (α) of meromorphic p-valent starlike functions of order α in U * if
also, a function f ∈ Σ p is said to be in the class ΣC p (α) of meromorphic p-valent convex functions of order α in U * if It is easy to observe from (2) and (3) that
A function f ∈ Σ p is said to be in the class ΣK p (β, α) of meromorphic pvalent close-to-convex functions of order β and type α in U * if there exist a function g ∈ ΣS * p (α) such that
furthermore, a function f ∈ Σ p is said to be in the class ΣK * p (β, α) of meromorphic p-valent quasi-convex functions of order β and type α in U * if there exist a function
It is easy to observe from (5) and (6) that
Definition 1. Let 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1; 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1; p ∈ N and f ∈ Σ p , we introduce the p-valent Rafid operator S γ µ,p : Σ p → Σ p which is defined by
and (ν) k denotes the Pochhammer symbol given by We now define the following subclasses of the meromorphic function class Σ p by means of the integral operator J γ,λ µ,p given by (14) .
Before we establish our main result, we need the following lemma due to Miller and Mocanu [3] .
satisfies the following conditions:
be an analytic in U such that (q(z), zq (z)) ∈ D (z ∈ U). If Re {θ(q(z), zq (z))} > 0, then Re {q(z)} > 0 .
Inclusion Relationships
In this section, we give several inclusion relationships for p-valent meromorphic function classes, which are associated with the integral operator J γ,λ µ,p .
which shows that θ(u, v) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 then Re q(z) > 0. Consequently, we easily obtain the inclusion relationship (24). (ii) by using the similar argument in proving relation (24) together with (16) and θ(u, v) is continuous in D = C \ p+γ+1−α p−α × C, we can prove the right part of Theorem 1 that is
By combining the inclusion relationships (24) and (28), we complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. Let f (z) ∈ ΣC γ,λ+1 µ,p (α). Then, from (18), we have
Furthermore, in view of (4), we find that 
We set Ω(z) = J γ,λ+1 µ,p g(z)
So that we have
By setting that,
Taking u = q(z) = u 1 + iu 2 and v = zq (z) = v 1 + iv 2 , we define the function Φ(u, v) by
where (u, v) ∈ D = {(C \ D * ) × C} and D * = z : z ∈ C and Re {H(z)} = g 1 (x, y) ≥ 1 + λ p − α Then, it follows from (37) that,
which proves that Φ(u, v) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 , then Re(q(z)) > 0. Thus, in the light of (32), we easily deduce the inclusion relationship (31). (ii) By using the similar argument in proving relation (31) together with (16) and
we can prove the right part of Theorem 3. that is
By combining the inclusion relationships (31) and (38), we complete the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof. Just as we derived Theorem 2 as a consequence of Theorem 1 by using the equivalence (4), we can also use the equivalence (7) to prove this Theorem as a consequence of Theorem 3.
A set of integral-preserving properties
In this section, we present some integral-preserving properties of the meromorphic function classes introduced here. We first recall a familiar integral operator L c,p which introduced by Bernardi In order to obtain the integral-preserving properties involving the integral operator L c,p , we also need the following lemma which is popularly known as Jack's lemma [1] . Lemma 6. Let ω(z) be a non-constant function analytic in U with ω(0) = 0. If |ω(z)| attains its maximum value on the circle |z| = r < 1 at z 0 , then
where ζ is a real number and ζ ≥ 1.
Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume in the reminder of this section that c, λ > 0; 0 ≤ µ, γ ≤ 1; ζ ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ α, β < p, p ∈ N. 
